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Abstract: SMS spams are dramatically increasing
year by year because of the expansion of movable
users round the world. Recent reports have clearly
indicated an equivalent. Mobile or SMS spam may be
a physical and thriving drawback because of the
actual fact that bulk pre-pay SMS packages are
handily obtainable recently and SMS is taken into
account as a trusty and private service. SMS spam
filtering may be a relatively recent trip to deal such a
haul. The amount of information traffic moving over
the network is increasing exponentially and therefore
the devices that are connected thereto are
considerably vulnerable. Thus there's a bigger have
to be compelled to secure our system from this kind
of vulnerability, here network security play a really
vital role during this context. In this paper , we
proposed SVM Algorithm to identify Spams. SVM
map input vector to a higher dimensional space
where a maximal separating hyperplane is
constructed and if we need a nonlinear dividing line.
Rather than fitting nonlinear curves to the data,
SVM handles this by using a kernel function to map
the data into a different space where a hyperplane
can be used to do the separation. The kernel function
may transform the data into a higher dimensional
space to make it possible to perform the separation,
So in this we tune the algorithm based on various
kernel functions such as linear, polynomial, radial
and sigmoidal through which we can get the optimal
accuracy.
Keywords: data mining,review spam, classification,
comparative analysis, spam detection, SVM, Kernel.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Short Message Service (SMS) is that the most often and wide
used communication medium. The term “SMS” is employed
for each the user activity and every one sorts of short text
electronic messaging in several components of the planet. it's
become a medium of promotion and promotion of product,
banking updates, agricultural data, flight updates and net
offers. SMS is additionally utilized in direct called SMS
marketing. Typically SMS promoting could be a matter of
disturbance to users. These types of SMSs area unit referred to
as spam SMS. Spam is one or a lot of uninvited messages, that
is unwanted to the users, sent or announce as a part of a bigger
assortment of messages, all having considerably identical
content. The needs of SMS spam area unit promotion and
promoting of assorted product, causing political problems,
spreading inappropriate adult content and net offers. That’s
why spam SMS flooding has become a significant downside
everywhere the planet. SMS spamming gained quality over
alternative spamming approaches like email and twitter,
thanks to the increasing quality of SMS communication.
However, gap rates of SMS area unit beyond ninetieth and
opened inside quarter-hour of receipt whereas gap rate in
email is just 20-25% inside twenty four hours of receipt [28].
Thus, a correct SMS spam detection technique has important
necessity. There are many researches on email, twitter, net and
social tagging spam detection techniques. However, a awfully
few researches are conducted on SMS spam detection. Spam
SMS detection is more difficult than email spam detection
attributable to the restricted length of SMS, use of regional
content cut-off words and SMS contains less header data than
an email. We have a tendency to cannot use techniques of
email spam detection asis in SMS spam detection. Correct
SMS spam detection technique is required to be known. This
can be Associate in nursing open and relatively new analysis
field. There’s an enormous scope of analysis add this field.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to [1], conducted a survey of ways and applications
for detection and filtering uninvited advertising messages or
spam in a very telecommunication network. The result
showed that if the message passed the spam screening, the
first mail would be delivered to its supposed destination.
However, the survey focused a lot of on the techniques used
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for e-mail spam detection and excluded alternative types of
mobile SMS spam techniques like the unreal system[2].
Building up a classification algorithmic [3] program that
channels SMS spam would provide useful equipment for
portable suppliers. Since naïve mathematician has been used
effectively for email spam detection, it seems to be expected
that it may likewise be accustomed build SMS spam classifier.
With reference to email spam, SMS spam represents further
difficulties for automatic channels [4]. SMS texts area unit
often restricted to one hundred sixty characters, modification
the live of content which will be used to differentiate whether
or not a message could be a ham or spam. Individuals have
conjointly often started mistreatment shorthand notations and
slang that additional makes it troublesome to differentiate
between ham and spam[5]. We are going to check however
well a straightforward naïve mathematician classifier manages
these difficulties.[6]
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V PROPOSED WORK
A machine learning techniques have been proposed for
detecting and classify the reviews through various processing
steps which is shown in figure 1.

III PROBLEM DEFINITION
The fact that an email box can be flooded with unsolicited
emails makes it possible for the account holder to miss an
important message; thereby defeating the purpose of having
an email address for effective communication. These junk
emails from online marketing campaigns, online fraudsters
among others is one of the reasons for this paper. We try to
obtain the feature sets that can best represent and distinguish
the spams from ham(non-spam). We then follow both
supervised and unsupervised methodology to obtain spams
from the dataset. We also include sentiment analysis
methodology into our spam detection. Lastly, we compare our
analysis obtained from taking various types of feature sets
based on text, sentiment scores, reviewer features, as well as
the combined method.

IV OBJECTIVE
The main objective of this paper is to build a spam filter that
can effectively categorise an incoming mail or text message as
either “spam” or “ham”. We will use a dataset from the
dataset repository of Center for Machine Learning and
Intelligent Systems at the University of California, Irvine!.
This dataset consists of 5574 observations of 2 variables. The
first variable is the content of the emails and the second
variable the target variable, which is the class to be predicted.
The target variable can either be a “spam” or “ham”. We will
be building this classier using the text messages from the
email.
 Available at UCI Machine Learning Repository
 Number of instances – 5572 ; no missing values
 Number of columns – 2 (label & message)
 Classification levels – 2 i.e. spam and not spam
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Figure-1. Proposed Flow Diagram
Our Steps or Algorithm Steps will follow:
1. Data Collection:- We will use a dataset from the dataset
repository of Centre for Machine Learning and Intelligent
Systems at the University of California, Irvine!.
2. Data Preprocessing: Before preprocessing we create a
corpus which is nothing but a collection of documents, so we
just apply the pre-processing steps on corpus and all the
documents gets cleans. Data preprocessing is the most
important phase in detection models as the data consists of
ambiguities, errors, redundancy which needs to be cleaned
beforehand so for these we use the tm(text mining) package of
R in which various inbuilt pre-processing functions is present
using which we can easily remove the redundancy from the
data..
3. Data Transformation: Data is transformed into lowercase
and change the data types according to algorithm needs which
is done by using tm package and after cleaning the data we
perform data extraction task through which we can gets the
weighted keywords which is useful in spam classification.
4. Classification System: The words are identified based on
weighted keywords for classifying process and classification
system classify the content into spam or ham. For these we
use the SVM algorithm and which is tuned based on various
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kernel functions such as linear, sigmoidal, radial and
polynomial. The kernel function may transform the data into a
higher dimensional space to make it possible to perform the
separation. Kernel functions are a class of algorithms for
pattern analysis or recognition, whose best known element is
the support vector machine (SVM).
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After loading , For easy identification of the columns, we
rename V1 as Class and V2 as Text. And we have to also
convert the Class column from Character strings to factor.
Data often come from different sources and most of the time
don’t come in the right format for the machine to process
them. Hence, data cleaning is an important aspect of a data
science project, we use the tm(text mining) package of R in
which various inbuilt pre-processing functions is present using
which we can easily remove the redundancy from the data. In
text mining, we need to put the words in lowercase, remove
stops words that do not add any meaning to the model etc.
Various data cleaning steps are shown in figure 3.

V Experimental Analysis
The experimental and result analysis is done by using intel i52410M CPU with 2.30 GHz processor along with 4 GB of
RAM and the windows operating system is running. For result
analysis we use R and R studio for processing the data R
could be a standard artificial language that is usually
embraced by data researchers. In any case, traditional R
should be dead during a solitary machine atmosphere. because
the volume of accessible data income to quickly develop from
an assortment of sources, versatile and execution investigation
arrangements have was a basic device to upgrade business
gain and financial gain. and then we load the sms dataset
which consist a 5574 observation with no missing are present
in the dataset. Figure 2 shows the dataset has been loaded.
Figure 3. Data pre-processing
In text mining, it is important to get a feel of words that
describes if a text message will be regarded as spam or ham.
What is the frequency of each of these words? Which word
appears the most? In other to answer this question; we are
creating a DocumentTermMatrix to keep all these words. We
want to words that frequently appeared in the dataset. Due to
the number of words in the dataset, we are keeping words that
appeared more than 60 times. We will like to plot those words
that appeared more than 60 times in our SMS spam dataset
which we have collected from UCI respository. Figure 4
shows the wordcloud of the dataset.

Figure 2. Loading a dataset
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Figure 6. Compare SVM Models With Different Kernel
Functions
Performance Measure
We used accuracy, which are derived using confusion matrix.
Table-1 Confusion Matrix
Figure 4. Presenting the word frequency as a word cloud
Usually in Machine Learning is to split the dataset into both
training and test set. While the model is built on the training
set; the model is evaluated on the test set which the model has
not been exposed to before. We will be building a SVM
Model. The Support Vector Machine is finds the hyperplane
that differentiates the two classes to be predicted, ham and
spam in this case; very well. SVM can perform both linear and
non-linear classification problems. The figure shows the
performance outcomes of the model on the testing dataset.
Figure 5 shows the training step of SVM algorithms with
different kernel functions.

Where
TN -Instances correctly predicted as ham.
FN - Instances wrongly predicted as ham.
FP -Instances wrongly predicted as spam.
TP -Instances correctly predicted as spam.
Accuracy = Number of samples correctly classified
in test data
Total number of samples in test
data

Figure 5. Training Steps of SVM with different kernet
function
After the SVM models get trained with different kernel
functions, we can test these model on testing datasets and the
prediction performance of these models are shwon in figure 6.
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Figure 7. Accuracy Comparison
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V CONCLUSION
Identifying fake reviews from a large dataset is challenging
enough to become an important research problem. Business
organizations, specialists and academics are battling to find
the best system for opinion spam analysis. A single algorithm
cannot solve all the problems’ and challenges faced in today’s
generation with advancements in technologies, though a few
are very efficient in analysis. In this we proposed a SVM
algorithm are good in detecting spam reviews. In this we tune
the algorithm with different kernel functions and we find that
linear kernel SVM perform better as compared to others.
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